Bible Study # 10 Questions

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT SERIES

Genesis 10—11

1. Explain the significance of Genesis 10:8.

2. Who was the instigator of Babel?

3. Where was the original center of human habitation in the post-flood world?

4. In what way were the people rebelling against God in their plans at Babel?

5. How did God force the various tribal groupings to migrate to different areas of the world?

6. About how long after the flood did the division of languages occur? Prove from scripture.

7. How many years transpired between the flood and the time of the death of Abraham’s father, Terah? According to Acts 7:4 that event marked the beginning of the call of Abraham.

8. Could Abraham have heard a first-hand account of the flood? How?

9. What relationship were Lot and Abraham?

10. What does “Babel” mean?